Cloud-first, rich web-based application, enabling users to quickly setup policies and package sources.

Easily govern large deployments of the Studio Family products, and keep your automations under control, while at the same time allowing your developers the freedom of designing their very best work.

Governance

UiPath Automation Ops has as a first component a web portal capable of hosting Studio experiences, granting access control and role assignments.

Implement development rules across the organization, tailor them to individual needs or departments, allow flexibility for advanced users and restrict access to beginners.

Coding standards
Design time security
Runtime security
Access to features and licenses of UiPath services
Access to artifacts
Why UiPath Automation Ops?

RPA developer and center of automation excellence leads have business requirements tied into automation development that surpass our previous UiPath Platform and Cloud offering. These needs stem from the fact that automation development, no matter how simple or user-intuitive, is ultimately still development.

Studio, StudioX, Apps, Assistant as well as future authoring tools produce automation code across the organization at dazzling speed. Managing large automation development teams requires dedicated software to ensure standards, reliability and consistency across projects, departments and release versions.

Out of the box deployment  
Applies to existing install base  
Deployed as part of UiPath Automation Cloud  
Tightly connected to Studio and UiPath Assistant  
Oversight and control without intrusion and undue restrictions  
Deployed at organization level, tailored to individual needs

Policy deployment down to individual level  
Restrict applications and URLs that can be automated  
Custom policies for your organization  
Policy management  
Version management  
Widget management in UiPath Assistant